We examine grip force adaptation in carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS) to understand how the Central Nervous System integrates sensory information from CTS-affected and non-affected digits with motor commands to fine-tune multi-digit forces to changes in object texture.
h i g h l i g h t s
We examine grip force adaptation in carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS) to understand how the Central Nervous System integrates sensory information from CTS-affected and non-affected digits with motor commands to fine-tune multi-digit forces to changes in object texture.
We found CTS patients were able to adapt their digit forces to texture but did so using excessive force which could lead to an exacerbation of the median nerve compression.
Such digit forces were produced through an imbalance between anticipatory and feedback control mechanisms.
a b s t r a c t
Objective: The ability to adapt digit forces to object properties requires both anticipatory and feedbackdriven control mechanisms which can be disrupted in individuals with a compromised sensorimotor system. Carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS) is a median nerve compression neuropathy affecting sensory and motor function in a subset of digits in the hand. Our objective was to examine how CTS patients coordinate anticipatory and feedback-driven control for multi-digit grip force adaptation. Methods: We asked CTS patients and healthy controls to grasp, lift, and hold an object with different textures. Results: CTS patients effectively adapted their digit forces to changes in object texture, but produced excessive grip forces. CTS patients also produced larger peak force rate profiles with fewer modulations of normal force prior to lift onset than did controls and continued to increase grip force throughout the lift whereas forces were set at lift onset for the controls. Conclusions: These findings suggest that CTS patients use less online sensory feedback for fine-tuning their grip forces, relying more on anticipatory control than do healthy controls. Significance: These characteristics in force adaptation in CTS patients indicate impaired sensorimotor control which leads to excessive grip forces with the potential to further exacerbate their median nerve compression. Ó 2012 International Federation of Clinical Neurophysiology. Published by Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
Introduction
Healthy individuals effectively and efficiently adapt digit forces to object properties through anticipatory and feedback-driven control mechanisms (Johansson, 1996 (Johansson, , 1998 Johansson and Westling, 1984 , 1987 , 1988a Rearick and Santello, 2002; Reilmann et al., 2001; Salimi et al., 2003; Westling and Johansson, 1984) . This sensorimotor adaptation relies on the ability to effectively integrate somatosensory feedback about object properties with the motor commands for digit force modulation. For example, when lifting a glass of water, properties such as center of mass, weight, and texture need to be accurately sensed by the hand (feedback control) to distribute digit forces such that the glass neither slips, tilts, nor crushes. When grasping this same glass of water multiple times, the digit forces necessary for doing so effectively are anticipated and programmed in advance of the lift (anticipatory control).
These sensorimotor processes are often disrupted in clinical populations leading to less effective and less efficient force control (Gordon et al., 2006; Santello et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2011) . One
